Information, discrimination and divergence in cytology. V. General symmetry of total discrimination and total divergence.
Total discrimination and divergence are derived from Baye's theorem and based on backward (a posteriori) probabilities. Total forward (a priori) discrimination and divergence can be computed from a test matrix from which total backward discrimination and divergence were calculated for optimization of the classifications of gynecologic cytology (Papanicolaou smears) and quality control in a laboratory. The total forward discrimination and divergence appears to behave in parallel with the total backward discrimination and divergence, and the discrepancies in the backward and forward discrimination/divergence were the smallest near the optimum classification scheme. Conversely, the discrepancies between backward and forward discrimination and divergence may be helpful in finding the best classification scheme for gynecologic cytology. The general symmetries of the total backward and forward discrimination/divergence may be related to the human cognitive process of preferring symmetry and to the historic process in which cytologic classification followed histologic classification and continuously checked for matches in two directions--i.e., from histology to cytology and vice versa--thus resulting in the preservation of symmetry.